Order information

Dexter
① Dexter basic unit: door hinge LEFT or RIGHT




The basic unit Dexter LEFT or RIGHT is prepared for flue gas outlet top or back ; for the flue gas connection
in the back a cover plate for the top flue gas outlet is always delivered with the basic unit; this part also fits
in the top outlet on the additional top extension boxes
Separate air inlet to the bottom is prepared on all Dexter basic units; for separate air inlet from the back an
additional pedestal box order is necessary (closed side to the front)
Dexter L (door hinge LEFT)

Dexter R (door hinge RIGHT)

Accessory:
② 072002-29 pedestal box (separate air inlet holes prepared)
The basic unit is placed on top of the pedestal box. There is more than one pedestal box
possible; for a separate air outlet to the back turn the closed side to the front
③ 072003-29 side box with pins
The side boxes with pins are stackable; a side box shall not be used to be the only or the
last box of the stack; in this last case you need a side box with a closed top end and no pins
(072006-29)
④ 072006-29 side box top end with closed top and without pins; it is to be used either as
the only or the last box of a stack of side boxes
⑤ 072004-29 top extension box with flue gas outlet top; incl. cut out for rear flue gas
outlet; the top extension boxes are stackable on the basic unit; cover plate for the top flue
exit from the basic unit can be used to close the top outlet on the last extension box
⑤ a) 072007-29 top extension box with flue gas outlet to the LEFT
⑤ b) 072008-29 top extension box with flue gas outlet to the RIGHT
⑥ 072005 HMS: one top extension box is mandatory; max. two top boxes with HMS
allowed; flue gas pipe has to be led through the box with HMS to ensure proper heat
storage

⑦ 620253-29 elbow pipe 90° for top extension box

Order information

Dexter
Order sample
Side box top end
Side box
Side box
Side box
Side box
Pedestal

Side box

Dexter L, 1 x pedestal, 5 x side boxes, 1 x side box top end

Top extension box

Side box top end

Pedestal

Side box

Pedestal

Side box top end

Dexter L, 2 x pedestal, 1 x top extension box, 1 x side box, 2x side boxes top end
Top extension box
Top extension box

Pedestal

Side box top end

Pedeastal

Side box

Dexter L, 2 x pedestal, 2 x top extension boxes, 1 x side box, 1 x side box top end

